Performance Critique Sheet (2 units)
Your name:___________________________________________________________
Production Title:_____________________________________________________________
Performance Date: _____________________________ Time: ________________________
attach program and/or ticket stub as proof of attendance
Clearly write your feedback in each section below. Use enough detail to prove you attended
and were focused on the entire performance. Use correct theater terms and vocabulary to
explain your ideas whenever possible.
1. Atmosphere - How did pre-show music, ushering staff, decorations, and the overall
presentation of the space prepare you for the production? Explain the general mood that
was created, and if you believe it was appropriate for the event.

2. Technical Elements - How were costumes, lights, sound effect, music and set design
used in the performance? Explain two memorable moments from the production and how
different tech elements were used in those moments to compliment the performance.

3. Acting & Performance - Who were the main performers in the production and how did
they use their body, voice and expression to translate energy and emotion to the
audience? Give two examples of things they did well, and at least one thing you believe
they should improve.

4. Arrangement / Editing - Was the order of the show (song order, script, scenes or
performances) set up well to keep the audience interested? Were there any parts you feel
should have been rearranged, shortened, or presented more clearly? Explain the reasoning
for your ideas, and why your suggestions might strengthen the show as a whole.

5. Overall Rating - What would you rate this production, out of 5 stars? Shade in the stars
below to show your personal rating of the show, based on your experience.

optional. ..
FOR 3 ADDITIONAL UNITS: Write a ONE PAGE, DOUBLE SPACED review article of the
production you attended. This should include a title (size 18 font), 3-5 clear paragraphs, and details to
back up the ideas in your review. The style of your writing should mimic a film or play review in a
modern day blog, newspaper, or magazine. Final articles should be typed in Times New Roman font, size
12, double spaced, and NOT include photos or word art.

